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Medication Administration Record (MAR) 

 

Identifying Icons in the MAR 

 

Renewal: Orders that reach their soft stop need to be renewed or 

discontinued.  

 Soft stop means orders are not discontinued automatically. Hard stop  means 

orders are automatically discontinued 

 

Nurse Review: Indicates that nurse review of the order is required.  

 

Admin Note: Indicates that there is a nurse-to-nurse communication attached 

to the order. 

For example, "Do not allow patient to chew medication".   

 

Pharmacy Comment: Indicates that there is a pharmacy comment attached to 

the order 

 
STAT Priority: This icon will displayed when there is a task that has a priority 

of STAT  

 

Request Pharmacy Verification: The medication order has not been verified 

by pharmacy. 

 

Rejected by Pharmacy: Indicates the order has been rejected by pharmacy.  

Check all order information before administering. 

 

 Taper: Indicates the order is part of a medication taper 

 
 Powerplan : Indicates the order is part of a Powerplan 

 Yellow Delta: Indicates that modifications have been made to a scheduled 

order. 

It displays above the first dose to be administered after the date and time of 
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the order modification. 

 

 Overdue Alarm Clock: Indicates that a medication administration is overdue.  

It displays next to the date/time bar and in the Medication section window 

 

 

 Folders: Displays in the MAR charting window. If an order has been modified 

(ie: rate changed), the user can select which version of the order they would 

like to chart against by single clicking this icon. 

 

Push Pin: Displays in the MAR IV charting window to the left of the comment 

button if a comment is present. 

 

IV Event Modification: A piece of paper with a red X indicates that the IV 

event has been modified. This indicator applies to the whole event (begin bag, 

infuse, bolus, rate change), not just the performed date and time. 

 

IV Event Modification with Comment: A piece of paper with a red X and a 

pushpin indicates that the event has been modified and has a comment. 

 
Action pending before task is completed 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


